
Romeo and Juliet/Bon Jovi Mash-up 

Jon Bon-Jovi seems to have an affinity for Romeo and Juliet.  He even named one of his sons Romeo.  Match Bon-Jovi song titles 
with the events that happened within the scenes.  Do the math equation to come up with  numbers.


SONGS                                                                                                           SCENE

Act 1                                                        	 	 	 	 	    Act 1


_____In and Out of Love                                    	 	 	  	 1. Romeo dances with Juliet.

_____One Wild Night                                            	 	 	 	 2. Romeo and Juliet discover their families are enemies.

_____Born to be my Baby                                    	 	 	 	 3. Romeo is lovesick over Rosaline.

_____You Had Me From Hello                              	 	 	 	 4. Romeo sees Juliet and feels like it is destiny.

_____You Give Love a Bad Name                        	 	 	 	 5. Romeo crashes the Capulet party.


Add all of the answers In Act 1 and subtract the second and third answers=___________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

Act 2                                                	 	 	 	 	              Act 2

_____She’s a Mystery                                     	 	         6. “A Rose by Any Other Name”

_____Bed of Roses                                                     7. The nurse teases Juliet but eventually tells her she will be married.

_____Always                                                         	       8. Romeo is entranced by Juliet on the balcony.

_____Keep the Faith       	 	                                                9.  Romeo and Juliet pledge their love.	 	 	 	                                     
	 	 

Add the first and third answers on the left and subtract the second and fourth answers=___________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________


Act 3     	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Act 3

                                                   

_____Blood on Blood                                      	          10.The King banishes Romeo but does not kill him.

_____Right Side of Wrong                                	          11. Romeo spends the night with Juliet.

_____In These Arms                                                           12. Lord and Lady Capulet decides Juliet will marry Paris.

_____Runaway                                                   	          13.  Romeo kills Tybalt.

_____If I Was Your Mother                                                  14. Romeo escapes to Mantua.	 


Add the first, fourth, and fifth answer on the left and subtract second and third answers=___________
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Act 4                                                         	 	 	 	 	   Act 4 

______It’s My Life                             	 	 15.  In desperation Juliet and the Friar devise a fake suicide plan.

_____I’d Die for You                           16. Juliet is determined to follow through with the plan and drinks the potion.
_____Stick to Your Guns              17. Juliet tells the Friar she will defy her parents despite their threats of abandonment.

Add the second and third answers on the left and subtract the first answer=___________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Act 5                                               	 	 	 	 	           Act 5 

_____Postcards from the Wasteland                 	 	 18.  The families are united.

_____Misunderstood                                	 	 	  19.  Romeo drinks poison.

_____Ride Cowboy Ride                              	 	              20.  Juliet kills herself with Romeo’s dagger.

_____Bad Medicine                                         	 	  21.  Romeo goes to the tomb.

_____Something for the Pain                            	 	  22. Romeo receives fake news that Juliet is dead.

_____Undivided                                                 	 	   23. Romeo never finds out the real plan of the friar.


Add the second, third, and fourth answers on the left and subtract the first, fifth, and sixth answers=___________


____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________


ADD THE NUMBERS FROM ACTS ONE, TWO, AND FOUR, SUBTRACT THE NUMBERS FROM ACTS 3 AND 5


Go to page 19 in Shakespeare Made Easy and count the final number down in the cast of characters.


Who is it?


________________



